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Abstract 
This paper presents a software development on Android Platform which applies cell identifier method for improving the accuracy 
of indoor localization. The objective of this research is to provide a detectable system, “Mobile Detective”, for tracking and 
finding clues of lost mobiles. In general, the location-based service, a software application which retrieves information about 
where a mobile device is located, uses GPS (Global Positioning System) to indicate the geographical position of the mobile 
device. Though GPS provides efficient outdoor localization, it does not work well indoor and not all mobile devices have built-in 
GPS receiver.  
Therefore, GPS may not be suitable for tracking lost mobiles. In order to solve this problem, cell identifier which indicates 
mobile device position by using station base information is introduced in this research. The location tracking process is run as 
background process by using Android service and it automatically repeats sending this information in an interval of time. The 
results from this process composed of position and mobile’s particular information: SIM code and IMEI (International Mobile 
Equipment Identity), are sent from the lost mobile to the recipient. The results are displayed in two interface modes which are 
text message and GUI on Google map. User can use these clues to notify mobile provider and police in order to retrieve the lost 
mobile 
Keywords: Android; Cell Identifier; Bulk SMS 
1. Introduction 
Currently, communication technology plays an important role in people’s everyday life. With mobiles becoming 
fancier, more popular and more expensive, they are increasingly liable to the theft. Unfortunately, a few number of 
stolen mobiles are returned and personal information inside them usually exposed. Therefore, people may want to 
know how to trace their stolen mobiles and how to find the clues for reaching to the theft. For solving the problems 
mentioned above, “Mobile Detective”, the mobile application for tracking and finding clues of lost mobiles was 
developed.  
With the facilities of Android that provides LBS (Location-Based Service) components for retrieving information 
about where a mobile device is located, a system that retrieves the location of lost mobile and displays its position 
on  the  map  was  developed.  In  order  to  track  mobile  device  in  indoor  areas,  cell  identifier  of  GSM  network  is  
applied, instead of GPS. In contrast with GPS, cell identifier uses information from base station which uses radio 
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frequency signals to track mobile device. The result of our system consists of mobile’s position and mobile’s 
identification information: SIM code and IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity), which are periodically 
delivered to the recipient mobile. 
2. Literature review 
2.1. Outdoor localization System 
GPS (Global Positioning System) is a system used for determining the position of interesting objects such as 
person, pets or vehicles. This system receives satellite signals and calculates the positon of mobile device of which a 
SIM card is installed for sending the co-ordinate (latitude and longitude) of its position to the receipient.  The system 
can be classified into two types of data transmission: 
x SMS data transmission 
This system requires user to send request via SMS or dials to the SIM card (prepaid) on a device of which a 
GPS tracking device is installed. After that, the device will send the co-ordinate of its position and speed to the 
recipient mobile via SMS.  This co-ordinate (latitude and longitude) can be represented on a map software such as 
Google Map or GPS navigator for showing position of the tracking object. 
x GPRS data transmission 
This is a GPS tracking system which sends the position of the tracking object every minute from SIM card 
of mobile.  Because this system is a 24 hours service, it is suitable for logistic/transportation businesses which need 
to track their vehicles in high volume all the time.  
 While GPS is widely used in outdoor localization, it does not perform effectively in indoor localization. This is 
because it lacks the ability to pierce through building wall and requires custom infrastructures for every area in 
which localization is to be performed [1, 2]. 
2.2. Indoor Localization System 
There are numerous wireless technologies based on IEEE 802.11 which are purposed in this system and can be 
classified in two types of technologies. The first is short-range signal technology which consists of Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, ultra sound and infrared. While these short-range signal technologies have been wildly used in indoor 
localization system, their networks have limited range and lack of abilities to pierce through barriers, especially in 
multi-floor building. The second is wide-range signal which is implemented by GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communication). GSM is a digital mobile telephony system which is wildly used in most part of the world. GSM 
identifies mobile device position by using cell identifier method which retrieves information from cell tower. The 
cell identifier method provides many benefits for indoor localization, utilizing the widely and most accessible 
network infrastructure in most parts of the world, with its high ability to pierce thorgh barrier and the accuracy of 
indoor localization including multi-floor building [2]. Therefore this method is applied in our system for finding the 
position of lost mobile. 
2.3. BulkSMS System 
Bulk SMS is the system that compiles multiple text messages in bulk and sends each to multiple users in one 
sending. Similar to e-mail, bulk SMS is an entirely web-based application for messaging platform; however, bulk 
SMS offers a better solution to distribute information instantly to multiple cellular users without using complex 
computer devices. In my previous work [3], the Bulk SMS system was developed to enhance the communication of 
traffic status search system via mobile phone. This system is also applied in this research for sending the mobile’s 
position and mobile’s particular information via SMS. 
2.4. Android Platform 
Android is a platform for mobile device developed by Google. It provides a complete set of software 
development: operating system, tools and APIs necessary to begin developing applications [4]. The java-based 
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programming makes Android widely used in developing mobile application. In this research, Android cell ID API 
was applied to obtain the cell ID of an Android mobile and the Google Maps API was used to translate this cell ID 
value into latitude and longitude. Moreover, Android service was created for retrieving mobile particular 
information and running the data transferring process from the lost mobile as background process, which will not be 
suspected by the thief. 
3. System Design and Implementation 
In order to implement the location-based service system with cell identifier for detecting the lost mobile, the 
clues to reach to the thief must be identified. Once the lost mobile is turned on, the new SIM card was usually being 
replaced with the old one. The SIM card consists of mobile particular information such as SSN (SIM Serial 
Number), IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity), IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity), LAI 
(Location Area Identity) and Ki (Authentication Key). This research uses only IMEI code to identify the device and 
SIM code to identify the person who registered to use that device. After this step, the position of the lost mobile will 
be retrieved from its cell site. This step was developed by applying Android cell ID API which can obtain the cell ID 
of an Android device and then uses the Google Maps API to translate this cell ID value into latitude and longitude 
for  locating  the  position  of  the  lost  mobile.  All  of  these  processes  are  run  as  background  process  by  applying  
Android service which will not be suspected by the thief. The results consist of mobile’s particular information and 
its location will be represented in two interface modes which are text message via Bulk SMS system and GUI on 
Google map. The system architecture represented in Fig 1 shows that Mobile Detective system can be separated in 
three parts which are user site, server site and mobile operator site.  
Fig. 1. Mobile Detective System Architecture. 
x User site processes 
The user sites can be split in two processes which are the registration and the sending of lost mobile information. 
First of all, after installing our program in Android mobile, the user has to register to Mobile Detective system (Fig 
2). The user has to input their personal information such as name, surname, identification number, current phone 
number and optional phone number (for receiving lost mobile information). The registration process will deliver all 
of this information including the mobile’s particular information to Mobile Detective server. Then, the mobile 
particular information (SIM code and IMEI) will be automatically retrieved from the user mobile and all information 
will be delivered to Mobile Detective database. 
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x Server site processes 
When the registered mobile is turned on again, the Android service already installed inside the mobile will 
retrieve SIM code, IMEI and mobile’s position (latitude and longitude) and send them to Mobile Detective server 
for comparing with the SIM code and IMEI of registered information. If the new SIM code did not match with the 
previous one which has the same IMEI, the system will inform user by sending these clues of lost mobiles to the 
user’s optional mobile. Moreover, the position of the lost mobile will be sent to user by retrieving information from 
the  closest  cell  site  consisting  of  cell  ID  and  LAC  (Local  Area  Code),  which  will  be  further  used  for  retrieving  
latitude and longitude of the lost mobile. The Android service is applied to send all of information shown in Fig 3 to 
user’s optional mobile in background process.  
Next, the system will send this information to user’s optional mobile in two interface modes which are text 
message and GUI on Google map. The text message sending is performed by SWU Bulk SMS system [4] via HTTP 
protocol to SMS gateway in mobile operator site, while the displaying result on Google map (Fig 4) is directly 
performed by Mobile Detective system applying Android cell id API. 
x Mobile operator site processes 
In the case of displaying the lost mobile information on the mobiles that do not support Google map, text 
message interface is introduced for showing the lost mobile information contained in text message which will be 
sent via HTTP protocol to SMS gateway. The SMS gateway is the key factor which provides message exchanges 
between mobile network traffic via SMSC (Short Message Service Center) and the Mobile Detective system. SMS 
gateway will transform the text message into PDU (Protocol Description Unit) format and then forward it via SMPP 
(Short Message Peer-to-Peer) protocol to SMSC.  The PDU format is the format which SME (Short Message Entity) 
in mobile understands and can represent in SMS message in the mobile. Then, SMSC will check the destination and 
then  forward  the  SMS  message  to  user’s  optional  mobile.  The  results  of  this  process  are  shown  in  Fig  5  which  
consists of two messages. The first message shows the lost mobile’s particular information (SIM code and IMEI) 
including with its position (LAT and LONG). The second message will translate the LAT and LONG value into 
address information. 
                       Fig. 2. Registration Screen.                     Fig3. Information Retrieved from                    Fig. 4. The Result represented in 
                                                                                                 the Lost Mobile. GUI Mode on Google Map.
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Fig 5. The Result represented in Text Mode via SMS             
4. Experiment Result 
     From the system experiment in table 1 shown that after testing the Mobile Detective system in twenty different 
places around Bangkok (indoor multi-floor building). The system can retrieve the lost mobile information and sent it 
to the optional mobile at 98% accuracy. 
Table 1. System Testing Statistic 
Activities Testing Times No. of Successes Percentages 
User registration 80 78 97.5 
SIM matching   80 79 98
Lost mobile position tracking 80 79 98
5. Conclusion 
The move towards Android technology is rapidly approaching. This paper details the development of Mobile 
Detective system, a location-based service system with cell identifier for detecting lost mobile. The system was 
implemented on an Android platform which applies the cell identifier for improving the efficiency of indoor 
localization. The results of this system consisted of mobile's particular information (SIM code and IMEI) and 
mobile's position (cell ID, LAC, Lat, Long). The system presents the results in two interface modes. The first is text 
interface presented in SMS message via Bulk SMS system. The second is GUI interface presented on Google map.  
The benefit of this system is to provide the clues for users to notify mobile provider and police in order to retrieve 
the lost mobile.  
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